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Ministry Overview

Time Coverage

This Annual Report covers
the time period January 1,
1987 to March 31,1988.  It
represents the transition of
the Ministry’s Annual
Report from the earlier
calendar year reporting
period to a fiscal year
reporting period. This
change puts the report of
the Ministry’s activity, its
annual budget, and its
Business Plan on a common
V.-month  basis.

Subsequent Annual Reports
will ccwer  this 1%month
period, while this
transitional report covers a
15-month  time span.

Ministry Reorganization

During the time period
covered by this Report a
number of significant
organizational changes
occurred. First, in
November 1987, the former
Petroleum Resources
Division was amalgamated
with the Energy Resources
Division, thereby creating a
single Ministry centre  for
policy, forecasting, and
engineering in the energy
sector.

A further change in the
Ministry’s configuration
occurred in December 1987
when the Government
Personnel Services Division
(Gl’SD)  began operating
within the Ministry. GPSD
moved to the Ministry of
Government Management
Services in the summer of
1988 and is not reported in
this document.

Energy Resources Division
during the period of
intensive work on
rewriting the petroleum
revenue data systems.

The organization chart on
the following page reflects
the Ministry’s organization
at March 31.1988.

February, 1988 saw further
reorganization within the
Energy Resources Division.
The project analysis branch
was merged with policy
analysis, while
responsibility for the
revenue function was
likewise consolidated in the







Energy Resources Division

The Energy Sector in 1987

Energy policy branch
initiatives in 1987 focused
on deregulation of natural
gas markets and prices.
Following a five-month
consultation process, a new
market-based formula was
developed which reserves
15 years of proven natural
gas supplies for the
Province’s core market of
residential, commercial and
small industrial users.
Large industrial gas
consumers  were given the
responsibility of negotiating
directly with producers for
their own long-term
sources.

Twenty-six short-term,
interruptible Energy
Removal Certificates (ERCs)
were active in the reporting
period, with 17 delivering a
total of 21.2 petajoules  (PJ)
(546.5 106m3)  of natural gas
to the United States for
consumption mainly in the
Pacific Northwest (Wash-
ington and Oregon). The
remaining nine ERCs
removed 4.6 PJ  (117.6 106m3)
of natural gas from British
Columbia for delivery to
Canadian markets, mainly
in Ontario. No firm short-
or long-term ERCs  were
issued.

On the supply front, a
natural gas royalty holiday
for new gas wells was
initiated for periods of 12 to
36 producing months,
which, in combination with
positive expectations about
export markets, resulted in
an upsurge of drilling in
northeastern B.C.

A simplified natural gas
royalty system was
established to take effect
June 1,1988. Under the new
system, a 15 per cent floor
rate will be levied on non-
associated gas selling up to
$50 per 103m3.  For conser-
vation gas, the floor rate
will be eight per cent. As
prices escalate above $50
per lo%+,  the royalty rate
will also increase.

Following a call for
proposals for a Vancouver
Island gas pipeline in the
fall of 1987, the Pacific Coast
Energy Corporation (PCEC)
proposal was selected over
four others as the most
cost-effective. KEC’s  plan
covered the largest market
area for the lowest cost. It
serves pulp mills and
communities on Howe
Sound, the Sechelt
Peninsula and Powell River

before crossing the Strait of
Georgia at Comox  to serve
the Vancouver Island
market from Campbell
River south to Victoria.
Port Alberni is included as
well. PCEC was subse-
quently invited to make a
formal application for a
provincial Energy Project
Certificate.

In the electricity sector, a
new “interruptible” heating
rate was established to help
a wide range of customers
reduce heating costs,
particularly in areas where
natural gas was not
available, such as
Vancouver Island and the
Sunshine Coast. This
program was subsequently
expanded to allow homes
and businesses with certain
types of wood-fuelled
heating systems to qualify
for the discount rate.

The Industrial Electricity
Rate Discount Act (1985)
continued to assist regional
economic diversity and
provided the Province and
B.C. Hydro with additional
revenues by assisting large
industrial consumers.
Notable among those
industrial consumers
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receiving assistance was
Fibreco Pulp  Inc. Fibreco
plans a new pulp mill at
Taylor, giving this region a
significant economic boost.

An agreement between
Alcan Aluminum and the
provincial and federal
governments cleared the
way for Alcan to increase its
power generating capacity
at Kemano  by about 520
megawatts. It was agreed
that Alan’s water rights on
the Nanika  River will revert
to the Province. This will
result in increased
protection of chinook and
sockeye salmon stocks in
the Nanika  and Nechako
rivers.

The Province approved an
application by B.C. Hydra
to include the energy
capability of its Burrard
thermal generating plant
near  Port Moody in its
electrical system’s
exportable surplus. Small,
private hydra-el&ic
producers were encouraged
to sell their surplus to West
Kootenay  Power and Light.
These producers rem
given exemption from
designation as public
utilities under the Utilities
Commission Act.
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Several new power  line
projects came on-stream
this year. A new power line
linking Stewart to B.C.
Hydra’s  province-wide
power grid was approved.
Al38 kilovolt line north
from Aiyansh  was also
approved. It is expected to
be in service by the fall of
1989. This $19 million line
will support the Province’s
regional development goals
by providing a secure,
economical power  source
for the region.

To prepam  for the
privatization of the
Mainland Gas Division of
B.C. Hydra,  the Ministy
introduced legislation to
guarantee fair prices for
lower mainland natural gas
customers. A freeze on
many of the utility’s
distribution charges was
established to help
guarantee stable prices for
British Colombians  during a
three-year transition period.

In keeping with the
provincial government’s
user-pay approach, the
British Columbia Utilities
Commission was directed
to introduce a system of

cost recovery to fund its
annual budget starting with
fiscal year April 1,198s.
The Commission will
charge the utilities it
regulates for the services it
provides, rather than being
funded by the provincial
treasury.

The Ministry joined with
the Ministry of
Environment and Parks and
the federal Ministries of
Energy, Mines and
Resources and Environment
to release a joint
government response to
the West Coast Offshore
Petroleum Exploration
Environmental Panel
Report. A commitment to
negotiate a joint
management agreement
was made at the same time.
Although considerable
progress toward an
agreement was made in
1987, an agreement was not
concluded.



Energy Resources Division

Forecasts and Special
Projects Branch

In this reporting period,
the Branchz

l produced the British
Columbia Energy Supply
and Requirements
Forecast Update
1987-1992

l transferred its energy
modelling system to new
computer facilities

l restructured and re-
estimated the provincial
energy model

l co-ordinated a review of
the Province’s nahual
gas surplus determina-
tion  procedures and
release of the “Reasons
for Decision” CIII new
procedures

l performed the financial
feasibility and cost-
benefit analyses
necessay  to evaluate the
proposed Vancouver
Island gas pipeline
project

l produced a study of
market constraints and
opporhmities  for British
Columbia natural gas
exports.

Petroleum Titles Branch

Oil and gas companies
continued the tr&fbegun
in 1986 of consolidating
their holdings by
surrendering lands that
they would be unable to
explore in the foreseeable
future. As a result, the
overall number of tenures
administered by the Branch
declined. However,
amounts collected by the
Branch increased, due to an
increase in revenue from
the disposition of Crown
Reserve petroleum and
natural gas rights.

This increase was partly
attributable to the increase
in the number of dis-
positions from eight to 11
per year, to the resale of
surrendered titles as well as
to the greater availability of
rights as a result of the

stratigraphic  reversion pro-
gram which requires lessees
to surrender unproven
geological formations.

The Petroleum and Natural
Gas Act was amended by
the Petroleum and Nahwal
Gas Amendment Act 1987.
Modifications were made to
the lease continuation
provisions to enable a faster
turnover of lease tenures.
This was accomplished by
limiting the lessee’s ability
to continue a lease by
paying penalties. Changes
were also made to the
pooling provisions to
enable the pooling of
Crown and freehold petro-
leum and natural gas rights
to satisfy production
spacing requirements. New
underground gas storage
provisions were enacted to
clarify ownership and the
procedures for the
development of storage
reservoirs. The former
Underground Storage Act
was repealed.
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Petroleum Geology Branch

Significant oil discoveries
were made in the Blueberry
West, Brassey  and
Boundary Lake areas.

Renewed interest in
Halfway formation oil and
gas fields was generated by
the use of seismic ampli-
tude anomalies to define
reservoir areas. Areas
involved include Beatton
River, Milligan,  Weasel,
Wildmint  and Flatrock.

New gas wells in the
Manias  area required
remapping of the Halfway
formation. Three discrete
intervals were recognized
above a thicker lower unit.
The topmost Halfway unit
appears to be strati-
graphically equivalent to
the Artex  formation of
Brassey  and Wilder areas.

Significant infill  and
stepout  wells were drilled
in the Stoddart  West Belloy
oil pools.

Multiple zone gas prospects
in the Kiskatinaw  and
Taylor Flat formations

occur in Alces,  Boundary
Lake, Parkland and Doe
ZlR?ZlS.

The Branch carried out
reviews of 110  oil and gas
pools, including the fields
mentioned above, to
evaluate possible changes
due  to new drilling.
The DE1  Moyie  d-8-C deep
wildcat well  was drilled
and abandoned during the
year. The well, located
south of Cranbrook,  was a
3,476 metre  test of the
l’re-Cambrian  sediments.

Preparations for the drilling
of a “special well” in the
Sparwood  area were
started. They included
discussions with officials
and residents of the nearby
area.  An Emergency
Response Plan  was
implemented and tested.
The well was safely drilled
and subsequently
abandoned.

Studies of the hydrocarbon
potential of the Georgia
Basin and the Queen
Charlotte Basin were
initiated, This work was
done by consultants to the

Branch, who were assisted
by Branch staff in obtaining
data and preparing final
reports.

Development of a Zone
Designation System was
started during the year to
simplify the stratigraphic
reversion process and to
minimize potential
litigation.

All petroleum and natural
gas C’&NG)  leases having
expiry  dates in the period
were  reviewed for
stratigraphic  reversion and
continuation under the
P&NG  Act, Sections 74 and
80. The review also
included preliminary
evaluation of leases expir-
ing  in the next year. This
was  done to give lease
holders who were expecting
cancellation advance notice.

Staff were,  also involved
with many  queries from
the general public
concerning geologic and
drilling information in Fort
St. John and in geothermal
areas.
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Work commenced cm  the
British Columbia oil and
gas historical exhibit at the
Royal British Columbia
Museum  entitled “Rocks,
Rigs and Roughnecks”
which will open in
November 1988.

Engineering and
Operations Branch

On June 1,1987 a gas well
drilling incentive program
came into force in British
Columbia. The aim of this
pmgmn was to ellco”rage
exploration and follow-up
appraisal drilling for new
sxlrces  of natural gas,
particularly in the relatively
unexplored parts of the
Province.

A royalty exemption of 12
producing months for
development gas wells and
ranging from 12 to 36
producing months for
exploratory wildcat gas
wells (depending on
location and geological age
of the producing zone) was
granted to eligible wells
spudded between June I,
1987 and June 1,199O  (a
three-year window of
opportunity). An exception

is the Fort St. John area,
(also designated as Royalty
Area A) where a two-year
window of opportunity was
granted.

The intention of this
incentive program was to
encourage the introduction
of new gas reserves to the
market place. Accordingly,
the program is being
monitored closely for any
indications that companies
are using exempt gas as a
way of not producing
royalty paying gas.  In such
cases, the exempt statis
may be withdrawn from
offending wells.

Production Vigilance Study

The purpose  of this project
was to develop and test a
detailed inspection
program that verified the
accur3cy  of reported oil
production and sales
volumes used as the basis
for calculating Crown
royalty. The objectives were
to:

l develop a detailed
inspection program

complete detailed
inspections on a
representative number of
operating oilfield
facilities

prepare and complete a
computerized analysis of
reported production and
related data

establish a mechanism
for recording and
controlling incidents of
crude oil theft.

The project was approved in
early 1987 and work began in
November, 1987.

Chevron Sparwood Well

The Chevron She11
Mansfield c-72-D/82-G-15
exploratory well was pro-
posed to be drilled approxi-
mately  four miles north of
Sparwood.  Chevron
acquired the tenure (permit)
and the right to drill the well
in 1983, as a result of a
successful competitive bid.
They then conducted surface
and seismic exploration
activities culminating in an
application in October, 1986
to drill the Mansfield c-72-D
well.
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In December, 1986 Chevron
held an open house in
Sparwood to inform the
public of the upcoming
activity. As a result of
concerns expressed by
community members, the
Ministry conducted a
survey of public attitudes in
late December, 1986. This
survey indicated that
residents wanted more
information about the well.

After the survey, Ministv
staff visited and inter-
viewed a cross-section of
the community in February,
1987. A list of questions
and answers was then
developed. The results
were published in April,
1987. On June 16 and 17,
1987, public meetings were
held. The concerns of the
citizens of Sparwood and
the Elk Valley Health and
Safety Protection Commit-
tee were presented at
length. Three major issues
dominated:

l criteria for alerting the
community in the event
of loss of well control

l testing of an Emergency
Response Plan

l liaison between the
community, the
Ministry and Chevron.

These three significant
issues were addressed in a
series of meetings in Sep-
tember, 1987 with  Mr. Vern
Millard (past chairman of
the Alberta Energy
Resources Conservation
Board), the Elk Valley
Committee, the Ministv
and Chevron. As a result,
major changes were made to
Chevron’s Emergency
Response Plan. In addition,
the Ministry imposed
specific drilling plan
requirements under the
November 30,1987
approval of the well. By
adding a number of
conditions to ensure safe
operations, a decision was
made to proceed with the
Well.

Industq  Database

During 1987, the historical
well production database
was brought back into
operation. The new  system
utilized modern computer
equipment, and was
programmed with a more
powerful database
language. In addition, the
pool reserves database
(hydrocarbons) was
converted and fully
integrated with the
historical production
database. During the last
half of the year, the Ministry
commenced work on
expanding the existing well
production database to
include other types of well
data, much of which had
previously been made
available via the Schedule
of Wells publication.



















Mineral Resources Division

The Mining Industry in 1987

The performance of the
world mineral industry
improved considerably in
1987 as a result of higher
metal prices. This was
particularly true for
precious metals and copper.
Sustained growth in
productivity, combined
with increased sales
volumes, allowed the
British Columbia mining
industry to generate
positive earnings for the
first time in six years.

The total value of minerals
produced in British
Columbia increased more
than 13 per cent over 1984
to $2.8 billion. This increase
was due almost entirely to
the metals sector. The value
of output in that sector
increased almost 29 per cenf
over the $1.2 billion total
recorded in 1986.

The coal industry r:gained
some strength during 1987,
mainly as a result of
increased Japanese steel
production While British
Columbia coal production
increased in 1987, falling
world coal prices caused
revenues to decline.

Southeast coal producers’
contract prices, which are
negotiated in U.S. dollars,
improved somewhat in
early 1988, but the
appreciating Canadian
dollar offset the gains.

Coal companies continued
to seek new sales
opportunities in both
traditional and new
markets.  On Vancouver
Island, the Quinsam  mine
produced limited volumes
for the domestic industrial
market. It also supplied test
shipments to Japan. Westar
Mining Ltd. expanded the
Falcon Pit at the Greenhi&
mine, and Quintette  Coal
Ltd. opened the Shikano  Pit
in the northeast coal fields.

British Columbia’s copper
industry was bolstered by
dramatic increases in
copper prices towards the
end of 1987, whale  the value
of copper production rose
almost 34 per cent to $842
million.

Copper mining operations
in the Highland Valley were
further rationalized when
Teck’s  Highmont mine and

mill were brought into the
existing Cominco-Lornex
partnership.  Highmont
assets will be linked with
the existing operation by
moving the Highmont mill
7.5 kilometres  to the Lornex
site. When it is completed,
the project will raise the
combined daily milling rate
to 131,000 tonnes.

Gibraltar Mines’ new heap
leaching plant ran
successfulIy  throughout the
winter. The plant uses a
technology which is new to
Canada, and its success in
our colder climate makes
the operation a model for
other mines in the Province.

Westmin  Resources began
an expansion of its milling
operations at Myra Falls on
Vancouver Island from
3,000 to 4,000 tonnes per
day.

Production of lead and zinc
was lower than in 1986,
primarily as a result of a
17-week  strike at Cominco’s
smelter at Trail. This was
offset by rishig  lead prices
which contributed to an
increase exceeding $10
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million in the value of lead
production

Early in 1988, zinc prices
also  began to rise as the
resurgent steel industry
fuelled  demand. After
having completed a major
zinc modernization
program in 1986 at the Trail
smelter, Cominco  continued
to improve its competitive
position in 1987 by
embarking CIII  the first
phase of a lead
modernization project.

Cassiar Asbestos
Corporation successfully
penetrated new markets in
1987, increasing its
production of asbestos fibre
by almost 25 per cent.
Asbestos prices also
improved somewhat in
1987, following several
years of decline.

Cassiar, assisted by a
provincial government loan
of $25 million, decided to
proceed with the
development of the
McDame  underground
deposit. Production from
the McDame  deposit is
scheduled to commence

20

upon closure of the open pit
mine in 1990.

Cassiar is also developing a
wet milling method which
extracts fibre  from tailings
by means of a gravity
process. Construction of the
milling facility was
underway by the end of the
year.

Gold continued to be the
primary focus of
exploration and
development in the
Province. Record mineral
exploration expenditures of
$190 million were registered
in 1987~  this strong pace
continued into early 1988.
The Nickel Plate mine near
Hedley  opened at the end of
+4pril.  Construction also
began on the Lawyers,
Johnny Mountain, and
$ilbak  Premier/Big
h4issouri  mines. Several
#her precious metal
projects are nearing
production decisions.

i
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Mineral Highlights

The $5 million Financial
Assistance for Mineral
Exploration (FAME)
program of cash grants in
support of private sector
mineral exploration was
continued in 1987. Grants
were awarded to 156
prospectors, 84 exploration
projects, and 20 mine
exploration projects.

Government received the
report of the Mineral
Industry Task Force in
February, 1987. It
implemented cme of the
report’s recommendations
(in the March 1987 budget)
by exempting drill bits,
grinding media, explosives
and related blasting
supplies from the social
services tax. These
exemptions granted the
mining industry an
estimated $10 million in
relief annually. Longer-
term recommendations
made in the Task Force
report were under active
consideration during
1987/88.

During the year, several
projects moved closer to
production decisions under

the Mine Development
Review Process, the
Province’s mechanism for
the review and approval of
sound, publicly acceptable
mine developments. Six
proposed coal and metal
mine developments were
approved in principle and
were advanced to the
process’ Stage III  (the
licencing stage).

Prominent in the review
process in 1987 were:

the Falcon Pit at the
Greenhills  coal mine
which was granted
approval-in-principal in
JUW

the Johnny Mountain
and Silbak Premier/Big
Missouri gold/silver
projects, approved by
Cabinet in June and July
respectively.

The review process handled
a record workload in 1987,
consisting primarily of pre-
cious metal projects. Over
the year, almost 30 subrnis-
sions were received by the
review process.

Geological Survey Branch

The Geological Survey
Branch carried out several
new regional mapping and
geochemistry programs in
1987. Results of the
Regional Geochemical
Survey will be released cm
computer “floppy” disks
for we by the exploration
community.

The accelerated level of
geoscientific  programs
under the B.C./Canada
Mineral Development
Agreement (MDA)
continued in 1987. New
projects on platinum group
elements, gold skarns, coal
deposit modelling  and a
coal quality file were
begun. Coal projects
undertaken in 1987
continued to mow  away
from regional to deposit-
oriented studies as coal
companies restricted
exploration and focused
instead on the feasibility of
mining established
*C3~*WS.

The redesign of the mineral
inventory file, or MINFlLE,
was completed in 1987.
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The data are being released
in printed (“hard”) copy,
microfiche and “floppy”
disk formats. A computer
search system is provided
free of charge to customers
who purchase the data.

The Branch was also able to
reinstate the B.C.
Geoscience Research Grant
Program. Twenty grants
toming  $120,000 were
awarded to researchers in
eight Canadian universities.

Engineering and
Inspection Branch

The Engineering and
Inspection Branch
inspected over 1,400
mineral and coal
exploration sites, placer
mines and sand and gravel
operations during  1987.
This was an increase of 20
per cent over 1986
inspections.

Significant progress was
made on the review of the
Mines Act and its Reg-
ulations. Representatives
from industry, labour  and
th&  miverisities  are
participating in the review.
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The B.C. Acid Mine
Drainage Task Force, a joint
initiative with industry and
academia, was organized by
the Branch. Its purpose is to
foster and co-ordinate
research in the prediction,
prevention, treatment,
control and monitoring of
this environmental problem.
Because of its efforts to date,
British Columbia is
recognized as a world
leader in this field.

Engineers of the Branch
continue to be recognized
for developing high
standards for mechanical
and electrical safety, such as
the braking standards for
very large haulage trucks.
The Branch organized
several regional and
provincial mine rescue
competitions and co-
sponsored symposia on
reclamation.

Mineral Titles Branch

The Mineral Titles Branch’s
efforts toward statute
amendment resulted in the
introduction of the Mineral
Tenure Act in the Spring
1988 Session of the

LegisIature.  This Act
combines the provisions of
the earlier Mineral Act and
Mining O’lacer)  Act and
introduces a number of
important concepts which
will assist development in
the placer and industrial
minerals sectors.

The Branch worked to
improve the timely
processing and provision of
titles information for the
mining sector. A major goal
of minimizing errors in
receiving, recording and
mapping data was attained
through the establishment
of checking procedures at
the mining division offices.

The Branch recorded 10,267
claims in 1987. This
constituted a level of
activity which was
previously matched only in
1983. The spring and
summer  months continued
the historical pattern of
having the highest volumes
of claim staking.
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